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Students show off their licenses to be vain, today in Life!, page 12

Old Main work to·start alter graduation
have revealed enough remaining , funds to ·· include
work on the east side of the
The Old Main facelift pro- building during this phase.
ject is expanding and should The university budget winbegin right after graduation.
dow for the project is about $1
"We have had a series of million, Allman said.
meetings with the· architects
The architectural firm of
and it looks like the project Paul Marshall and Associates
will come within our budget of Charleston, which won the
range," Dale Allman, director contract for the design in
December, are finishing plans
of the physical plant, said.
The initial plan of the total for the project, Allman said.
Old Main restoration was to
Once the plans are completinvolve only the south and ed, the search begins for conwest sides of the building. tractors to perform the
Estimates from the·architects restoration work. "We should
by KENT P. CASSELLA
reporter

be ready to solicit contractor
bids in three or four weeks,"
he said.
Old Main is on the National
Register of Historic Places
and :will require a contractor
with experience in working
with historic buildings, Allman said.
·
He said the selection
process should be completed
in time to allow the contractor
to begin work right after
graduation.
Because the project is expanding to the east side of the
building, Allman said work

thing of historical value;
Phillips said. "For example,
we can replace the old windows with aluminum ones,
but the new windows must
have the same look and follow
the same lines as the original
windows."
Once the windows are complete, the focus will turn to
cleaning and restoring the
brick and masonry work.
Bricks and stone will be
cleaned with a low pressure
water spray. A detergent will
be used to clean hard to treat

probably will not be completed before next fall.
The first step of the restoration will be getting the build- •
ing weather-tight, said Mike
Phillips, Old Main project
architect.
The large windows in Old
Main are the primary focus of
attention.
Some will be
restored and others will be
replaced.
Window supporting structures, soffits, fascia boards
and gutters will also be
replaced as required.
· "We must maintain any-

see WORK, page 6

Civil rights
summit
scheduled
by SCOTT E. PARSONS
reporter

The 1997 civil rights summit is slated for May 1-3 in
Charleston and citizens from
across the state are encouraged to attend.
The summit's theme is
"Tools for T.R.U.T.H: Teaching Respect, Understanding,
Tolerance and Harmony."
The summit, directed by
the West Virginia Human
Rights Commission and sup.ported by dozens of businesses and organizations, is the
only statewide conference · of
its kind in the nation.
Keynote speaker for the
event will be civil rights
activist, commentator and
. teacher Julian Bond.

see SUMMIT, page 6

Outside SGA meets last time this -semester·
by SARAH D. WARRICK
reporter

Page edited by
Kerri M. Barnhart

Student Senate met for the
last time this semester Tuesday.
· An executive session was
called to discuss student body
president Matt Glover's new
recommendation for the organizational coordinator positioo.
·
Glover nominated Beverly
M. Milam, Beckley senior, for
the position after Kevin M.
Southall, Sissonville junior,
declined to pursue it.
Glover said Southall chose
not to pursue the position
after a sen ate ad hoc committee met and decided to give
the senate a n egative recommendation r egarding him.

Milam was approved by the
senate and will begin her
duties during.the summer.
Regarding Southall, senators said he did not explain.
himself and his intentions
clearly.
"He didn't present his
thoughts as clearly as he
should have," Chris Nusbaum, College of Education
senator, said. "More people
knew Bev - he might have
been the victim of being a student government outsider."
Milam said she views her
new position as one with
"enormous potential." She
said its success will be determined by cooperation from
the Student Senate, university offices and student organizations.

In other senate news, six
bills were passed.
Keith Sarver, Huntington
graduate student, was given a
$100 individual ref;!earch
grant. A $400 allocation was
passed for the Sigma Phi
Epsilon fraternity to attend
its national biennial conclave
in Phoenix, Ariz.
Theta Chi fraternity will also receive $400 from Student
Senate to attend a conference.
Artatak, a new organization
for art students, was allocated $400 for a trip to Cincinnati to tour art museums.
A proposal for student government to support -a "Freshm an Buddy System" was
defeated. Sponsored by Jo-
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Page edited by Christina Redekopp

Shortness gene may have been discovered
NEW YORK (AP) - Why
Most of these peopie are
are really short people so healthy, so medical conditions
short? It's largely a mystery. can explain only a small perBut now scientists have dis- centage.
covered a gene that · might
The newly found gene is
cause some cases.
called SHOX. Researchers
Follow-up work might help found it was damaged in one
scientists understand the person out of a group of 91
biology of what determines a healthy short people, or less
person's height and lead to than I percent.
new drugs that could make
The mutation didn't show
up in 300 DNA samples from
short children taller.
The study defined "short" as people of normal height.
The short person who
belonging to the shortest 2.5
percent of the population. showed the mutation was a
That's a standard cutoff. For ·g irl who stood 35 inches tall
American men, that trans- at age 4. On average, girls in
lates to about 5-foot-4 and the United States are about
under; for American women 40 inches tall on their fourth
birthdays.
it's just under 5 feet.
Nobody knows exactly why
The researchers looked at
most people in this group are DNA from several generaso short. Genes clearly play a tions of the girl's family,
role, but few genes that stunt which lived in Germany. They
growth have been identified. found the SHOX gene flaw in
Other factors like nutrition all five family members who
and environment also clearly met the criteria for shortness,
but not in three family mementer in.

hers who didn't.
endocrinologist at Thomas
The SHOX gene is a "strong Jefferson University in Philcandidate" for causing some adelphia, called the results
cases of shortness, researcb- provocative.
ers from Germany, the NethBut it would take more
erlands and Japan write in work to prove that a mutated
the May issue of the journal SHOX gene really makes peoNature Genetics.
ple short, she said. ·
Dr. Judith Ross, a pediatric
In the analysis of the Ger-

Rodman cut lrom show NEW YORK (AP) - Talk
show host Oprah Winfrey has
dropped basketball bad boy
Dennis Rodman from her
show because his new book is
too risque, the New York Post
reported today.
The psychedelic-haired basketball star, famous for his
. outlandish publicity stunts
and sexual candor, dressed up
in a white wedding gown and
a platinum wig last year to
sign autographs for his last
book, "Bad As I Wanna Be."
But a Winfrey spokesman
told the Post that Rodman's
new book, "Walk on the Wild
Side," crossed the line of
acceptability, and the talk
show diva nixed his appearance on her show. The segment was scheduled to be
taped last week and broadcast nationally Tuesday. ·
"After reviewing Dennis

Rodman's new book, we decid-

ed it would be inappropriate
to promote it to.our viewers,"
Winfrey said in a statement.
In his obscenity-laced tome,
the Chicago Bulls star
Rodman reveals that he once
had an affair with a transsexual, dates mostly white
women because black women
ignored him before he became
a star, and plans to change
his name legally to "Orgasm."
Responding to Madonna's
anger that Rodman revealed
intimacies of an affair the
two had years ago, he apologizes but adds, "We're not
exactly talking about the
Vrrgin Mary here."
. The book "isn't for everyone," conceded Carole Baron,
the president of Dell, which
published Rodman's book,
"but Rodman's fans will love
it."

man girl's family, she said
that the result depended
heavily on the definition of
"short."
1\vo family members who
were classified as normal
height would have been called
short -if they were less than
an inch shorter, she said.

BOOKS
for
CASH

1949 Fifth Avenue

529-BOOK
>

Thurs., May 1 - Sat., May 3
Mon., May 5 - Fri., May 9
M - F 8 - 6; Sat. 10 - 5
We Buy All Books Having National Resale Value

Receive aFREI um when
vau sell vour boollsl
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Man tries to swindle

Page edited by Christina Redekopp
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CHARLESTON (AP) -A New Jersey man
was sentenced to 30 months in prison for trying to
swindle·a Roane County widow out of more than
$100,000. Charles Jameson, 57, of West Caldwell,
was charged with impersonating an Internal Revenue
Service ageht to take money from Thelma Hinton, 76.
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Army drill instructor convicted, of rape
has spre~d to U.S. bases
worldwide. .
The jury, which deliberated
31 hours over five days, convicted Staff Sgt. Delmar G.
Simpson on 18 of the 19 rape
counts he faced, as w~ll as

ABERDEEN ·PROVING
GROUND, Md. (AP) - A
military jury convicted a former Army drill instrµctor
Tuesday of raping six trainees
in the most serious case aris"
ing from a sex scandal that

other counts of sexual misconduct. He could be sentenced to
life in prison.
Court-martial rules . required four of the six jurors to
agree on any guilty verdict.
The military jury· of three

J.ookfng /or a graduate class tllfs summer?
consf~er_one o/ tlle. ·
Kanawha valley classes below:
LitS 600-01 The Jazz Age: American Culture of the 1920s
6:00-9:45 p.m. T Th (May 20-June 26) Dr. Tim Aldtrman
Hist 600-01 Medieval History
6:00-9:45 p.m. T Th (July 1-August 7) Dr. Sarah Adams
Humn 605-01 Western Traditions & Contemporary Cultures
(core course in degree program)

6:00-9:45 p.m. MW (July-2 - August 11) Dr. Bobbi Nicholson
(This course is at1ailable at MU in Huntington 11ia compressed video.)

The Humanities Program ·welcomes degree and non-degree students. The
M.A. in Humanities adapts the advanced study of the humanities· to. the personal interests of a broad.spectrum of adult students. The degree stresses an
interdisciplinary approach in the following areas: Arts and Society, Cultural
Studies, Historical Studies, _and Literary Studies.
·
Contact the Humanities Program at Marshall University Graduate College in South
Charleston (1-800-642-9842, ext. 1923/2022) for course descriptions and telephone
registration, or e-mail the faculty at <jeast@urogc.edu>.
The Humanities Program is a member of the Association of Graduate Liberal Studies Programs

white men, two black men
Defense lawyers contended
and one white woman, all of the women willingly had sex
superior rank, still must with Simpson - some in
decide Simpson's sentence, hopes of getting favorable
which they will do after hear- treatment - then falsely
ing additional testimony.
accused him of rape to avoid
Simpson, 32, stood at atten- prosecution for having sex
tion facing the judge as the with their commander.
verdicts were read in rapidDefense witnesses said two
fire succession by the head of of the accusers were frequent
the milit~y panel in the liars who had confided a depacked courtroom.
sire to have sex with SimpIn all, Simpson faced 54 son. ·
counts. He was found guilty
"All the women who said
as charged on 43 of them, they were raped were lying,"
including 18 rape counts; defense attorney Frank J.
innocent of seven counts; and Spinner said after closing
guilty of lesser offenses in the arguments Thursday.
other four counts, including
Prosecutors presented no
the 19th rape count in which physical evidence of rape.
he was· acquitted of rape but
Simpson faced the most
found guilty of indecent as- ser_ious charges of anyone at
sault. ,
·
Aberdeen; in all, 12 were
Simpson already faces up to . charged here. The problems
32 years in prison for admit- · at Aberdeen prompted a
ting to consensual sex with 11 probe of sexual misconduct at
trainees, a violation of Army Army bases worldwide, resrules, and to five other char- ·ulting in one of the biggest
ges.
sex scandals in Army history.

Tickets save man's life
HARRlSBURG, Pa. (AP) - A thick stack of losing lottery
tickets brought Patrick Gayle the best luck of all: It helped
save his life.
Gayle had $40 worth of losing tickets in his shirt pocket
when he got hit in the chest by a stray bullet from a teen-age
gang fight.
The slug pierced a lighter, a credit card, shave_d the edges off
some lottery tickets and put holes in others.
"You want to talk about being lucky?" said Gayle, 33, who
was unharmed. "Those tickets saved me."
Police charged a 17-year-old boy with attempted homicide.
Gayle turned the tattered tickets over to police as evidence last
.. Wednesday, then went to play his lucky numbers again.

It's APRIL already!
You need to donate
plasma NOW because...
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!thousands of people each year ·
need plasma products
•you can study while you donate
•we'll pay you up to $40 for
2 donations each week
•we're just across the street

GO CART RACING

25% DISCOUNT with MU ID
MINIATURE GOLF
ONE WEEK _o nly

s2 all you can play ·

Come visit us!
Bigger & closer
to campus

551 21st. St.
529-0028
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ore people knew Bev -

he might have

been the victim of being a student government outsider."
- Chris Nusbaum
College of Education senator
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Hang in there it's almost over
Just a simple message from your friendly campus
newspaper: Hang in there - the semester's almost
over.
That's right, just nine more days until the last day of
finals. And for some of you, the semester will conclude
even earlier, depending on when your last final is.
Now, this message may seem to be a generic one,
and its point so obvious that it needs not even be said.
But there is a reason this message is being delivered.
This point in the semester is one of the most trying
times college students must go through. Major projects
and papers are due, and finals week is staring you
straight in the· face. Whether you have a solid "A" or
solid "C" in a class, you're just hoping to make it
through. And occasionally, when the
stress builds up, you
may even just want
to throw your books
across the room and
· say, "Forget it!"
Take heart.
A message to students:
This close to the
Don't let up now. The
end, there's no need
semester is almost over,
to give up or give in.
and good work done in
It's always tough to
these final days will be
see
things through,
worth the effort.
but if you hang in
there just another
week or so, you'll be glad you did. Do what it takes to
make the grade now, and it will pay off in a few weeks
when those grades arrive in the mail.
Now for you seniors. The final senior semester is
always the toughest to get through. The light at the end
of the tunnel is now within reach, and it's easy to be
blinded by that light. Just think of the moment when
everything is completed, and the diploma is in your
hand. That moment will be your motivation to keep
going, until the last test is turned in and the last paper is
printed out and in your professor's hands.
So for all students: Don't let up now. Tough it out. It
will be worth it. Besides, throwing your books across the
room will only lower their value.
Just a message from your friendly campus newspaper.
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Shora calls up senior year. memories
nawar SHORA

columnist
. As the year is coming to an
end, I want to share with you a
few of my memories from this
year. First of all, I want to thank
you all for giving me the chance
to serve as your 1996-97 Student
Body President. I know that I
shall never forget my experiences.
·
It has been and honor and a
privilege, and I hope I served you
well. This year, I and the rest of
SGA were able to help the students in a number of ways. We
always took our work seriously,
but we also knew how to have
fun. And this is why I'm writing
this column - the memories.
I know that 10, 20, even 30
years from now, I will be able to
look back at my college career
and the one thing to stick out
most will be my memories from
this year. I can remember... I can
remember it all.
I can remember feeling unsure
of the future, my first day to
serve. Then, Dr. Dee Cockrille,
came, calmed me down and
made it clear that her door would
always be open for help, advice
or just as a friend.

I can remember inhaling helium
right before giving my messages
during a meeting last semester
and cracking up everyone in the
gallery. Or, taking a memorable
road trip to WVU with first
semester Vice President Jamie
Ross.
I can remember creating "The
First Annual SGA, Shora/Moore,
Silly Awards," when we gave out
'silly awards' to members of the
senate for such things as most
intimidating senator, most courageous in caves (which is a whole
other story), and most open to
bribery.
Speakin·g of the caves, I will
never forget the SGA retreat this
semester. It was one of the most
memorable experiences this
year. A number of us went to
Carter Caves and went exploring,
stayed up until four a.m. discussing SGA (?) and simply had
an all around great time. I can
remember Kareem (my bro) all of
a sudden going into his spontaneous and loopy phase, which he
has still not recovered from.
Actually, the group that went on
that trip still goes out together
now. Friendships are so important in life.
I can remember going on
· WMUL and among serious questions, being asked about "boxers

or briefs" (what?). I can remember placing a bag over my head
with Rachel Adams and Jennifer
Hesson during the Homecoming
activities and making a music
video of "Stayin' Alive". Or, making another video during
Springfest, singing "You've lost
that lovin' feeling• to Darcy
Bierce with my distinguished
friends Travis Moore and Adam
Dean - they're two wild and.
crazy guys. Actually, Travis and I
had a tendency to break out in
song almost anywhere. I remember singing "You've lost...• to
Darcy and Beverly Milam in the
office on a late Monday night,
after a meeting on Tuesday, after
the inaguration, in the caves, by
the fire etc . . . We always had
an occasion to sing, especially
"THE" song, at the top of our
lungs!
I know I didn't mention all my
memories. That would have
taken the whole paper, but things
I didn't mention like "Forrest
Gump", "Braveheart" and dreams
are also carried in my heart, forever.
As somone once sang, "I will
be walking one day, down a
street far away, and see a face in
a crowd and smile...l will remember you."
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Always Good.
Always Fresh.
Always Kroger.

YOURTOTAL VALUE LEADER

Caffeine free Diet Pepsi, Mountain Dew,

Diet Pepsi or
Pepsi Cola .
24-Pack J2-oz. Cans .............................~...~..:...................
\

·One case per customer at this pri~e please.
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Chips:
Deluxe

Assorted Flavors

Assorted Varieties, Frozen

llgK Soft Drinks

Kroger
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24-Pack 12-oz. Cans

7-oz.
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$J99
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Grapes

2/$
Oscar Mayer
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.......................... 12-oz.Pkg.
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•
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Fat Free or
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Fat Free or
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Cheerios
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·
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I
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Students to aid in creation of trail system .•
·
by SCOTT E. PARSONS
reporter

· ,
.
· ·
. program that is only offered by two universi-

SUMMIT
from page one

"We hope participants will .
ties nationwide," Busbee said.
Colorado State offers the classes as corre- learn about success stories
Three Marshall students have been chosen spondence classes and many members of the that have created -greater
to take part in a summer internship that will Corps of Engineers and Bureau of Land harmony in other parts of the
state and take those ideas
create a recreational trail system in surround- Management take them.
ing countie~.
"I would like to get an, Internet course start- back to 'their communities,"
The students, Kyle W. Captain, Chris M. ed," Busbee said. "It may take a couple of years." said Herman Jones, executive
Evans and post graduate Bill West will travel
The internship counts as 12 credit hours director of the Human Rights
to California for training from the Bureau of and lasts 12 weeks. The project, once complet- Commission and summit
Land Management May 24 -: June 21. This ed, will be managed by the Hatfield-McCoy chairman.
"When you're home watchtraining will help them with the planning of Regional Recreational Authority. "The trail
the Hatfield-McCoy recreational area.
will be incorporated with existing logging and ing the news in the evening,
it's easy to believe that one
"Four weeks will be spent in California," Dr. mining roads," Busbee said.
Raymond Busbee, coordinator of parks and
"The trail will not be open to large four- person can't make a differ- .
leisure services, said. "They will learn how to wheel-drive vehicles," Busbee said. "Off-high- ence," he said. "We want peooperate motorcycles and work under the way motorcycles, ATVs, mountain bikes, hik- ple ·to leave
this conferBureau of Land Management before returning ers and horse back riders will be welcome."
here and beginning planning."
The project is an important one for the coun- ence knowing
Before traveling to California, the students ties surrounding Marshall. "They [Hatfield- that one permust take an all-terrain vehicle course.
McCoy Recreation Development Coalition, son, armed
Training for the _internship began this Inc.] have already been contacted by business- with the right
semester in an independent study course es expressing interest in building along the tools, can create changes
taught by Busbee. The objective of the course trail," Busbee said.
·
was to give an overview of the trail system and
According . to the U.S. Army Corps of in his or her
requirements.
Engineers, Huntington District, study the eco- community."
Only two universities in the country have nomic impact should be substantial. More · The summit
. Bond
been chosen to offer such courses, Colorado than $50 million of extra economic activity will feature
State University and Marshall.
and 1,500 new jobs in the project area are more than 20
workshops about topics such
"I am very proud to be associated with a expected.
as employment and housing,
hate crimes and how to heal
divided communities.
According to the press
release, women, minorities,
by JANIS SHEPPARD
pieces include: "The Adagio of Balshaw said.
,
religious leaders and people
reporter
Spartacus and Phrygia," and
"Of special interest is the with disabilities should be
"The Dance of the Pirates."
fact that Dr. Smith learned
The Marshall University
Smith is an associate pro- and ·performed this concerto
Symphony Orchestra will pre- fessor of music. She is con- under the tutelage of Szymon
sent a program of 19th and certmaster of the Huntington Goldberg, who himself per20th century Russian mas- Chamber Orchestra and vio- formed the concerto under the
from page one
ters at 8 p.m. today in Smith linist with the Fontana Trio direction of the . composer,"
Recital Hall.
Balshaw said. ·
· resident at Marshall.
Violinist Elizabeth Reed
She has been concertmaster
This is the final program of areas, Phillips said.
The construction work will
Smith will be the featured of the Spoletto Festival the Marshall Symphony for
involve placing scaffolding
artist .at the free public con- Orchestra and the Heidelberg this academic year.
cert.
Orchestra in Germany.
The orchestra has 60 play- around portions of the buildThe program, under the
"Dr. Smith has appeared ers that include Marshall stu- ing.
"The scaffolding around Old
direction of Dr. · Paul A. frequently as _soloist and con- dents and faculty as well as
Balshaw, professor of music, ductor in West Virginia as community musicians from
will open with the "Overture" well as in recital with pianist the Tri-State region.
to the Opera Prince Igor" by Leslie Petteys throughout the
Parking is available in the
Alexander Borodin. Other southeastern United States," lot across from Smith Hall.

Symphony Orchestra ends season today-

•

WORK

interested in attending the
event.
The activities will begin
May 1 in the University of
Charleston rotunda with a
reception featuring- Gov. Cecil
Unaerwood and internationally-known jazz pianist Bob
Thompson. The summit then
moves to the Charleston Civic
Center for the remainder of
the conference.
Julian Bond will speak during the dinner Friday, beginning at 6:30 p.m. Bond gained
national prominence as ~ student activist in the 1960s. In
1968 he became the first
African-American to be nominated for vice president. He
also served as a member of
the Georgia General Assembly for 20 years.
"Julian 'Bond holds a historically-prominent place in the
civil rights movement, but he
is more than just a foot sol·dier for change," said Jones.
"Today he teaches the history he lived," he said.
"He remains a part of our
social conscience by reminding us through the media and
through public events like·
this summit of his commitment to equality and social
justice," Jones said-.
"We are proud to have him
join us as we work toward
these goals in West Virginia."
Main, coupled with the new
library construction and the
student center bookstore construction, will make the west
end of campus a busy place
this summer," Allman said.
Restoration of the north
side of Old Main will be
planned once additional funds
are obtained, he said.
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SPECIAL SAVINGS CERTIFICATE

"The student reselling the dents are honoring you," he
textbook will receive a fairer said to the participants.
price for reselling their book
Glover said Pres. J. Wade
from page one
than the one they might Gilley's secretary had called
seph E. Limle, Graduate receive from the bookstore," earlier that morning to say
School senator. The bill's pur- Lime said.
he would not be able to
pose was to help combat high
After the meeting, there ,attend because of a meeting.
freshman dropout rates.
was a reception for the indiDavid L. Wickham, Grad- viduals mentioned in the
uate School senator, said "Who Makes Marshall Hapbefore the vote that those pen?" series printed in the
who would need the help Parthenon.
.
wouldn't request it.
"I wanted to have this reThe senate passed a bill ception to recognize these
entitled "The Great Textbook individuals," Glover said.
Exchange Program." Spon- "They are the student leaders
sored by Limle, the bill says and campus workers who
in the spring semester of make the university function
1998 students w:ho wish to every day."
·
participate will receive a list
Bobby Nelson, Huntington
of names of other students mayoral candidate, was a
who have had the same class guest speaker. "I believe it is
they are registered for.
a singular honor ~hat the stuA_...iplacetalvldoN

$25 SPECIALS

SGA

Acrylic Nails with
. Free Nail Ring or Miniature Polish
1'2 TANNING SESSIONS....$25
PACKAGE SPLITTING OK

AShowof~

1136 4th Ave. Downtown Huntington.

••
•

St. Anthony
Place

tDCIQIIIII
• ~ IEE TIE llffBllNCE"

INSTANT CASH PAID!!!
CLEANING OUT YOUR DORM ROOM?
We Pay Cash, for... TV's, VCR 's,
Stereo's, CD's, Cameras, Jewelry,
Musical Instruments, etc.

J

TheOld ~ - Since
Reliable
. _
1949
1010 3rd. Ave. Downtown Huntington 697-4211

All MU students who meet any of the below
criteri_a are encouraged to attend.
•25 years or older
• are returning to school after an extended
absence:or
• are juggling family, work and school
responsibilities.

I

I

!

~•1 to 4 BetNOm llllts
Each bedroom has ns
own bath

•Extra Clean
•Parking •Laundry
•Central Heat/Mt
•Full time Staff

I

I
i

We Loan Money or Buy Anything of Value!·

. Marshall University Women's and Returning
Students Programs/Student Affairs wants to know
how the university can better address your specific
needs as a MU student.

1'

522-0477

[E T\~flo~~P

•••

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 30, 1997
Noon-2p.m.
2W37 Memorial Student Center

Now Leasing for

SIJMMBl&FALL

ATTENTION!!
NON-TRADITIONAL AND
RETURNING STUDENTS FORUM

.

For ,f urther ·information please contact the Dean of
Student Affairs office at 696-6422 or the Women's
and Returning Students Programs at 696-3112

.:
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Friday, ·
Tuesday,
Thursday,
. Monday,
May9
.
May&
Maye
. May5 ,~....••...............•.....................•...•..............
..•................•...•...•..........•..
.... 8a.m. MWF 9:30 a.m. TR
8a.m.
9a.m. MWF
8a.m. TR
classes
classes
classes
.
classes
10 a.m.
.
..
10:15 a.m.
11 a.m. TR
12 p.m. MWF
11 a.m. MWF
a.m. MWF
. 10 classes
classes
classes
classes
.
12:15 p.m.
..
12:45p.m.
.; 2p.m.MWF . 12:30 p.m. TR
1 p.m. MWF
2 p.m. TR
.
.
classes
classes
. classes
classes
2:45 p.m.
.
Exam
Hour

~
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All cJuaea meeting
3 p.m: will be eitlllllµled at the fint regularly acheduled claa1 meeting d!1rinl
week. Wedneld9:y
d . _ meeting after 3 p.m. will uamined May 7 at their scheduled dau time. Saturday cluaea wil;I be eumm_e d May 3 at theu
scheduled clau time. The common rmal eum time and date for CHM 204, 211, 212, 355 and 356 will be at 10 a.m. May 3.
·_

.

th~

_.....

.........

Partlfejjon

APTS available May 9th.

Efficiency, 1-2-3 BR apts. $275
to $550 per month. No pets. .1...
year lease. Call 697-0289.
for next
semester. New management.
Marshall PlazaApartments. 1528
6thAvenueApts.1 &2~rooms
634-8419 or 697-2412. Ask
abour our special.

PRE-LEASING

LARGE HOUSE 5-6 BR, 2 1/2

baths, 1 mile from campus,
kitchen fumlshed, washer/dryer
hook-up, A/C. Available in May
or June. $1050month. No pets.
Call 523-TT56.

classifieds

NEAR MU newer 2 bedroom,
fumished apt. with A/C, W&D
hookup, off street parking. 1928
6th Ave. $500 per month+ util.
based on 2 occ. Avail. June 1
Call 523-4441 or 429-5480.
MARSHALLCAMPUS2-3-4BR

apts. Fum or ·Unfum. Parking
available 523-3764 or 528-7958
4BR HOUSE 2 blocks from
campus with off-street parking.
Avallable June 1. 697-1335.
RENT ONE BR apts., all utilities

paid. Fum & unfum. 529-9139. .
MU CAMPUS 1-2-3 BR'S

EXECUTIVE HOUSE apts. (1
bedroom) 1424 3rd. Ave. 11/2
blocks from campus. Off-street
parking, laundry facility, central
heat/air, quiet, no pets. $375 +
util. + DD + lease. 529-0001.

for rent.
Unfurnished. Unit 1: 1 bedroom
$225 monthly .Unit 2: 3bedrooms
$350 monthly. Call 435-2354
and leave your number.
APARTMENTS

APTS near Ritter Park. t BR
apt. $325/mo. + elec. + DD. W/D.

Large 1 BR, newly remodeled,
new appliances, W/D, $425/mo.
+util. + DD. No pets. Call 5250978.
1-2-3 BA apts avail. for summer
& fall. Next to campus. 4292369 or 736-2505 after 5 pm.
ROMMATE Serious male
student needed to share fum.

house next to campus. $150/
mo.+ 1/3 util. + DD. 523-1679
ROOMMATE to share nice 2 BR

·Reserving for summer and fall.
All with A/C. Call 529-3800 ext 8.
RENT ONE BR effic. apt. close ·

to campus, water paid, carpeted,
call 523-5615.
Util pd. 1 1/2 mi. from campus.
$350/month 525-6494.
FOR RENT 4 bedrooom
apartment near MU. $225/month
perpeison. Includes utilities. Call
522-3319.
RENT 2 BR apartment one block
from campus. Ideal for 1 or 2
people. $360/mo. single or$400/
mo. double.- Water paid. Lease+
DD= 1 parking space. Call Mike
at 522-0737.
2 BR TOWNHOUSE for rent.

AvaiableJunethruAugust. Fum.
$450/month. 1/2 block from
campus. Call 304-863-6545.
NEWLY REMODELED apt. for

7044.
2 BR apt. Close to campus.

2 BR FURN. APT. for rent. Walk

HOUSE FOR RENT Available

end of May. 4 BR, 1 1/2 baths, 1
block from campus. $800/mo+
DD, 25% discounJ for summer
rental. Call 525-3409 or 529-

Fumished. Call 522-4780.
ROOMMATE NEEDED Serious

female needed to share 3 BR, 2
bath house. $166/month + util.
Need someone immediately. Call
696-5777.
ROOMMATE needed to share

newly furnished townhouse.
Washer/dryer. Very nice. Call
733-5517.

papeis written by professional
librarian. Fast and efficient. Call
614-532-5460 for info.

SEEKING general assignment
reporter, and an editor, with a
passion for good design, good
writing skills, and being first with

a story. Person selectedwill l'iave
several years exp. as a reporter and be a skilled copy editor who
can quickly rewrite, coach,

design, write editorials and meet
deadlines. Applicants for either
position should send a sample of
their work, salary history, resume,
and a marked-up· copy and
critique of your own newspaper
to: Publisher, TheJackson-Vinton
Joumal Herald, 295 Broadway
St. Jackson, OH 45640.
UNIT CONTROLLER Seeking an

ONE BR Fum or unfum. apts.

rent at 1937 Maple Ave. $550/
month. Furnished. Very large, 2
BR, off-street parking. Available
May 1. Close to MU Bookstore.
3 BR apt. at 2019 7th Ave. New
Building. $350/ per person but
reduced to $300 per person
during summer. Available 5/9.
Central heat &air..Call 697-2890
for either apt.

apt. close to campus. N~ed
immediately. Call 522-6865.

RESEARCH WORK or term

to campus. Small effic., living
room, kitcl)en, deck, off street
parking. You pay elec & water.
Summer rate $200 + DD. Call
522-4327.

1989 NISSAN SENTRA, 4 door,

67,000 miles, auto. trans.,
cassette, red, runs good. Call
429-6452.

individual with 4 year degree in
Business Administration to take
over controller position with
Marriott Management Services
at Maishall University. Position
oversees AIR, A/P, financial
statement maintenance and cash
handling proced1.,1res. Applicant
must be willing to work long houis
when needed. Computer skills
are Important (Lotus & Word
Perfect). Benefits are excellent
as well as pay. Training will be
provided at unit. Please send
cover letter & resume to: Randal
Alvis, Controller, Univ. of North
Carolina-Chapel Hill, 210 Lenoir'
Hall, CB#1505, Chapel Hill,
NC27599.
CAMP CHALLENGE Qualify for
Senior ROTC, win a 2 year
scholaiship; eam basic training
credit for WVARGNG tuition
assistance. Apply NOW Call
6450, Captain Kinsey.
SEIZED CARS from $175.

Porsches, Cadillacs, Chevys,
BMW's, Corvettes. Also Jeeps,
4WD's Your area. Toll Free 1800-218-9000. Ext. A-2317
BAHAMAS CRUISE nine day/

eight night vacation. Call 5222134 for details.
CRUISE AND LAND TOUR

Employment. Discover how to
work in exotic locations, meet fun
people,whileeamingupto$2,000
per month in these exciting
industries. Cruise Information
Services: 206-971-3554, Ext.
C53462
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Internet workshop to oner
information for legal research
what they need to know to
help them in research,"
Hensley was quoted as saying
Attention all legal profes- in the news release.
"We've already offered one
sionals, paralegals, attorneys
and anyone who wants to do w:orkshop in April similar to
legal · research using the this, and now this one, to
Internet. A workshop will be show everyone how to make
offered May 10 dealing with their way through the
this type of research, Richard Internet using the search
Hensley, director of continu- tools, search engines and so
forth to find the information
ing education, said.
The workshop entitled they .are looking for."
"Legal Research Using the
This is program has been
Internet," will be offered 8:30 developed specifically for pe<rJ
a.m. to noon Saturday, May pie who need to conduct legal >
10, in the Community and research on the Internet, but ;
Technical College Room 136. everyone is welcome to ·
It is being sponsored by attend, Hensley said.
"Anybody, really, can partic-.·
Marshall's Continuing Education Division, according to a ipate in this workshop, but'
especially attorneys, paralenews release.
"This is strictly a ·hands-on gals and anyone who does any
workshop using the comput- · type of legal r,esearch a:r:e
er," Hensley said. "There specifically urged to come," .
aren't any keynote speakers, Hensley said. "This hands-on
but there will be an instructor experience should .be benefi~
to help all of the participants cial in helping them find:
through the course while they information that they might .
are on the computer, learning need later on."
There will be a registration
on their own."
All of the participants fee of $65, according to the-_
should have some previous news release. For more inforexperience with the Internet, mation, contact the Division,'
of Continuing Education in
but it is not required.
"This is just like any other Marshall University's Commworkshop, but it deals mainly unity and Technkal College
with the legal profession and at 696-3113.
by ANDREA SELLS
reporter

Juggling, returning students
have forum to voice opinion
by MELISSA A. ATKIN_S
reporter

e need to
An information gathering
know if we are
forum for non-traditional and
returning students is schedmissing the boat
uled from noon to 2 p.m.
today.
for these students"
The program is being sponsored by the Office of
- Leah Tolliver,
Women's antl Returning
coordinator
Students' Programs and will
address the needs of non-traditional and returning students at Marshall.
Leah Tolliver, coordinator of the Office of Women's and
Returning Students' Programs, said this is a chance for students to voice what their needs are since they differ from the
typical college student.
.
•.
"We need to know if we are missing the boat for these students. Non-traditional students pay student fees like everyone else, but do they use the services ~hat are available to
them?" she asked.
Most students leave campus after their classes to go to
work or to attend to their families at home, Tolliver said.
"Some students work full time and are only on campus at
night. We are looking at what help they need in supporting
their academic endeavors."
Non-traditional and returning students are defined as
those 25 years of age or older, people who are returning to
school after an extended period of time or those who are juggling family, work and school responsibilities.
.
.
Dr. Donnalee Cockrille, dean of student affairs, said, "This
is the fastest growing population. There are approximately
6 000 non-traditional students at Marshall, which are stud~nts over the age of 25."
·
Tolliver said some services are already available to these
students such as lunch bag seminars and tutoring services. ·
But0 res~urces such as access to computer labs may be Hm~
ited for this student group and this is what the sponsors of
the forum want to know. Suggestions made by students at
the forum will be reviewed and possibly implemented this
fall, Tolliver said.
.
Today's forum will take place in the Memorial Student
· Center Room 2W37. Registr~tion is not required. More
information is available by contacting the Office of Women's
and Returning Students' Programs in Prichard Hall, Room
143, 696-3338, or the Student Affairs Office in Old Main,
Room 109, 696-6422.
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Management seminar will
focus on project organizing
_by ANDREA SELLS

reporter

roject managers must

Organizing a project from start to finish is
the key to a Project Management Seminar,
become accountable for the
today, according to a news r elease.
The seminar is sponsored by the Marshall
s~ccesses of their individual
University Institute for Business Development (IBD) and will be from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
projects."
in Gullickson Hall Room 206.
The IBD determines and responds to the
management, technical and training needs of
the Tri-State area using and leveraging exist- Dr. David Gillespie,
ing resources.
Director of Safety, Health and
These services include organization-specific
Environmental Systems
support, customized in-house seminars, workshops, networking apd communications facilitation, an extensive curriculum of short coursGillespie said he has coordinated needs
es, and expertise in safety and environmental
assessment and information strategy for BP
training, according to the news release.
Dr. Larry Kyle, director of the Community (British Petroleum), and was instrumental in
Outreach Partnership Center, helps in plan- decentralizing Standard Oil's corporate comning the seminl!rs and says they give the puter system from IBM mainframes to departmental minicomputers.
basics in learning-for. area businesses.
Gillespie says that those who attend the .
Dr. David Gillespie, director of Safety,
Health and Environmental Systems for Con- seminar will learn the specific uses of PERT
trol Systems Consultant Inc., will be the key- and GANTT charts, how to organize a project
from beginning to end and tips on eliminating
note speaker-.
He says he has over 23 years of experience waste in all stages of the project.
The fee for the seminar is $195 for one perin project management information technoloson
or $165 each for two or more people.
gy and regulatory ;eompliance.
Kyle encourages representatives from busi"Project managers must become accountable
for the successes of their individual projects," nesses and corporations of all sizes to attend.
Information about the seminar may be
Gillespie said. · ;
obtained
by contacting Annette Blake at 696"They should belable to identify the required
resources and th~ costs, and know ho·w ~est 6797 or fax 696-4876, or Larry Kyle at 696to understand, ,c_pntrol and report progress 3093.
ag(linst the established goals."
;

rI
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Coming O,u t with Ellen
are also open about their
h~mosexuality.
The group will also play a
The Lambda Society ·Is "Come Out with Ellen"
having a "Come Out With board game donated by
Ellen" party 8:30 p.m. the Human Rights Camtonight in the Memorial paign that tests trivia
Student Center, 2W37.
knowledge about "Ellen". Attendees will watch the
Compact discs and gift
"Ellen" episode in which certificates will be awarded
Ellen Morgan, played by to winners.
actress Ellen DeGeneres,
"Just because this is a
announces she is a les- 'Come Out With Ellen'
bian. After the show, the party, you don't have to be
group will watch a taping out to come," said Ryan
of Oprah from this after- · McKenzie, Lambda Society
noon, with Meiissa Eth- '(ice president.
eridge and k.d. lang, who
"This e;vent offers a safe,
by MICHELI.a L. MARTIN

rep9r,er

comfortable environment
for everyone to be
them selves."
DeGeneres
Everyone
Is invited
and welcome, regardless
of sexual orientation or
preference, McKenzie said.
More information about
the party Is available by
calling the Lesbian Gay
Bisexual .Outreach Office
at 696-6623.

················· ··········· ············ ······· ·····.. ······· ·· ·· ········:

APARifm~~~~Utltm t~
•1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments
•Furnished and Unfurnished
•So'lid Construction
· •Off street parking
· •New Management
•Full time attentive 24 hour staff
· •Private entrances
•Air conditioning
•All electric heat and air
-Cable ready •Sorry, no pets
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WHAT: To aid in academic advi~ing for new st~nts during
NEW STUDENT ORl~NTATION

H

a

WHEN: 1 p.m. • 4 p.m. on Orientation dates: Other times to H

a

t1 be arranged with associate dean. Will not interfere with
A normal Summer classes which end at Noon.

§
H
~

WHERE: Apply in the Orientation Office BW14MSC
.

COMPENSATION: Tuition waver for one, summer term,
plus stipend of $200.00

I

~

·

H
H
H

~

a
~
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DEADLINE: MAY 5, 1997
QUESTIONS: CALL 696-2354
~.:::nn::::mmnm:::::::::::::::n::::::nn:n:mr.x:::nn:::::::ij

Reserve your textbooks NOW for the Fall semester.
1.
2.
3.

H

WHO: Graduate students taking classes either after 4:00
p.m. during the first summer term, or anytime during the
second summer term.

Fill o• t • Fall 1997 Rete~ati01 cariat Sta4i1111 Bookstore.
Have• 9reat summer.
Piek •P (1114 pay for) your texthok, at Sta4iam Bookstore the
week of Aapst 20 - 26.

Th1t'1 it.

· HURRY!!

CALL 697-2412 TODAY!!!

;

1949 Fifth Avenue

529-BOOK

',,·
I

MARSHALL
UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE
-,

•
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Students may be able
to major in_Jazz studies
by MELISSA D.
· CUPPEff
· reporter

It don't mean a thing if it
ain't got that swing, so
Marshall's College of Fine
Arts is doing something
about it.
The college is preparing
to add a new jazz program
to their curriculum,
Donald Van
Horn, dean of
the College of
Fine Arts, said.
People have been talking about building a jazz
program for a while, at
least for the two years
he has been here, Van
Horn said.
The time for action
is finally here.
"We have an opportunity to develop a program
with some assistanc.e from a
patron," he said.
"It represents an
expansion of our
music program."
The college offers some
jazz courses already, and
more will be added to
allow students to receive a
bachelor's degree with an
emphasis in jazz studies,
he said.
He said he hopes the
program will attract students the college could not
appeal to before.

"We'll continue to offer
classes in Smith Music
Hall," Van Horn said.
"There will also be a facility added on to the Fine
and Performing Arts Ceoter that will help expand
and develop our curriculum more fully."
Details of the program
have not yet been worked
out, he said.
Classes have not
been chosen, and
c o n s tr u ct i on
time does not
have specific limits, Van Horn
said.
"We don't have a
timetable yet, [but]
the work will continue throughout the next academic year," he
said.
Van Horn saia
even without a new
program, excitement
about jazz is growing
in the college as students are becoming
. more involved with the
music.
For example, two student groups, a jazz ensemble and a saxophone ens,emble, have recently been
accepted into national
· competitions.
With or without all the
details, Van Horn said the
future is something which
excites students.

Student council hosts
exceptional children
by ANDREA SELLS
reporter

Marshall had "Kids on
Campus• April 24 - and they
were exceptional kids.
The students received a
tour of campus from the
Student Council for- Exceptional Children (SCEC), a
program in the College of
Education.
"The goal of the SCEC is to
provide opportunities for students to gain experience with
exceptional children, meaning kids with special needs
and/or disabilities," Anna
Burdette, SCEC president ·
said,
The SCEC is the Marshall
chapter of the Council for
Exceptional Children (CEC).
Its efforts include working to
improve educati{)nal outcomes for exceptional children with and those who are
gifted, according to the organization's membership benefit card.
"We take the money we've
raised and put it to use for
these children in all areas,
from kindergarten, elementary [school] to high school,"
Burdette said.
The tour began in the morning at the Marshall University Stadium. Students got to
see th~ press box and the Big

Green Room, as well as the
players' locker room and
James F. Edwards Field.
"How much does the stadium cost and when are they
getting some new grassr one
student asked.
After the stadium tour, the
students ate pizza and learned some country line dancing
at Marco's in the basement of
Memorial Student Center.
"These kids are big into
country so we taught them a
well~modified Tush-Push and
just had a good time," Burdette said.
The SCEC also participates
in the CEC annual conference
and sponsors a session to help
student-teachers see what is
expected of them, how to
become disciplined and how
to prepare for what is to come,
Burdette said.
"It's been one of the hardest
things to hear these kids ask
why they can't go on to college," she said. "They ·have
other special skills and needs,
and we're just trying to help
them be able to make it in
society."

,,,...,

Page edited by Amy Baker

Recycling .committee offers tips
I

by VICl!NTI! ALCANIZ
reporter

Reduce, reuse, recycle.
According
to the University Recycling Committee, recycling is possible at Marshall.
The committee's pilot program began in
April 1993. Right now, all the
buildings on campus . are
included in the recycling
effort.
The Marshall University
Recycling Newsletter offers
some tips for recycling.
According to the newsletter,
people should make two-sided
copies and use e-mail to re-

duce paper waste. Old memos
can be reused; office paper
and school paper can be
turned into scrap notepads,
according to the newsletter.
The newsletter also states
department members should
use their own coffee cups to
avoid the use of styrofoam
cups.
The newsletter contains a
listing of the best and worst
recyclers at the university.
Old Main, Doctors Memorial and Prichard Hall are
listed as the best recycling
buildings, according to the
newsletter. Smith Hall and
Corbly Hall have the poorest
recycling ranking, the newslett~r states.
Aluminum and corrugated
paper can be recycled, but
only specific paper products

can be recycled. These paper
products include copy paper,
fax paper, notebook paper,
computer paper, file folders,
mixed color paper, manila
folders and newspapers.
Items not recycled at MU
are: Carbon paper, candy
wrappers, envelopes, paper
plates or cups, notebooks,
glossy paper and Post-It
notes.
Area locations also recycle
other products. BFI Recycler,
located at 2546 Guyan Ave. in
Huntington, recycles glass
bottles, steel cans and plastic
bottles.
Information about the recycling program may be obtained by calling 696-2528 or
accessing the Web page at
http://www.marshall.edu/recycle/brochure.html.

EDGE SALUTES MEN'S INTRAMURAL EXCELLENCE
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EFFECTIVE April 24, 1997

Ol?EN DIVISION

WILDCATS
6e6
RESIDENT SERVICES 555
525
&TH AVENUE
FRATERNITY DIVISION
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
1115
ALPHA SIGMA PHI
1014
Pl KAPPA ALPHA
851
RESIDENCE HALL DIVISION
6TH HOLDERBY
597
HODGES
151

13/10 TTE

INDOOR SOCCER
OPEN DIVISION

SOCCER 'CLUB
FRATERNITY
DIVISION

ALPHA TAU
OMEGA#1

86

8 BALL POOL
FRATERNITY DIVISION

Chris Way
ALPHA TAU OMEGA

Ot996 SC JotlnsoftlSoA.lnC. Allr1gtltlr.....wd.

WOMEN'S DIVISION
PHI MU
395
PRPWL
339
ALPHA XI DELTA 269

WOMEN'S
DIVISION

PROWL

Softball team knocked out
The Marshall softball team exited the Southern
Conference Tournament Tuesday with a 3-0 loss to
the Furman Paladins. Furman went on to lose 5-0 to
Tennessee-Chattanooga, who claimed the SC title.
The Herd finished the season with a record of 36-25.
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Zoeller clings Goll on-the rocks
to joke excuse
Wednesday, April 30, 1997

Recent events on the PGA and LPGA Tours have moved
the emphasis off the course and put pros in the hot seat

NEW YORK (AP) - Fuzzy Zoeller tried to dispute accounts
of his joking exchange with a black friend about fried chicken
and watermelon, but the four reporters on the scene defended
the accuracy of their stories Tuesday.
Zoeller took issue with reports filed by The Associated Press
and three South Carolina newspapers following a conversation
Monday between Zoeller and businessman Vic McBryde at the
Thornblade Classic, a charity pro-am in Greenville.
The outing was Zoeller's first since he referred to Tiger
Woods as "that"little boy" and said Woods shouldn't serve fried
chicken and collard greens at the Masters champions' dinner
next year.
Monday's stories said that after McBryde initiated the conversation by yelling, "Hey, Fuzzy," from two holes away, Zoeller
shouted back a remark about getting McBryde "some fried
chicken." The stories said McBryde then told Zoeller not to forget the "corn bread" and that Zoeller replied, "How about some
watermelon?"
Later Monday night Zoeller was quoted by CNN-SI reporter
Nick Charles as saying "the AP account was not entirely accurate."
Asked on Tuesday to clarify, Zoeller gave this account to the
AP: "He [McBryde]_was on another fairway and yelled: 'Hey
Fuzzy, we're having lunch later - fried chicken, collard greens
and corn bread. You want to join us?'
"I yelled back: 'Don't forget the watermelon.' That was all I
said,• Zoeller said. "I'm not the one who said the first lines. I
didn't say that stuff, but I'm getting killed for it."
However, the reporters on the scene stood by their stories.
"We heard Fuzzy say the fried chicken line," sports writer
Pete Iacobelli of the AP said.
Accounts similar to the AP's were carried by the Anderson
Independent-Mail, the Greenville News and the Spartanburg
Herald-Journal.
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days when a player could
drink until the wee hours,
then play poorly the next day
and not have it written about
For most of this century,
- sometimes because the
golf drifted along in a cocoon
guys he was drinking with
of obscurity, dwarfed in popuwere writers.
larity and publicity by the
And when Zoeller was born
team sports, emerging only
in 1951, racially insensitive
now and then into the public
eye when a star of the magnijokes went unreported because the PGA was still 10
tude of Bobby Jones or Ben
years away from lifting its
Hogan or Arnold Palmer came
"Caucasian clause" and allowalong.
ing blacks to play on tour.
Looming now as the hot
Woods, who likely made a
sport of the new century, golf
mistake by turning down an
is finding out what the bigguy sports found out a decade
invitation to join President
Clinton in a tribute to Jackie
ago: Along with success comes
Robinson at Shea Stadium
scrutiny. Big money sometwo days after the Masters,
times means big trouble.
told Oprah Winfrey: "Growing
Tiger Woods won the Mast.
up, I came up with this name:
ers. Mark O'Meara and Steve
I'm a 'Cablinasian,'" referring
Elkington won twice on the
to his multi-ethnic backPGA '!bur thjs year.
ground.
Yet the most talked about
Woods need remember that
golf headlines of the last week
when Robinson broke the
had to do with Woods' race,
Fuzzy Zoeller's racial rebaseball color barrier in 1947
and Charlie Sifford was trymarks, and John Daly's
ing to get on the pro golf tour
drinking and how it led to his
loss of a wife and a lucrative
in the 195Qs, it would not
have helped if they had come
endorsement contract.
Even seeping out is word of
up with another name for
themselves.
TV talks beginning in earnest
this week as the PGA Tour
They still would not have
been allowed to play.
tries to capitalize on its new
Zoeller need realize that for
popularity - and the prospect of years of Tiger Woods
all those of a certain age who
remember the price of ridicule
- to get some big bucks from
and denial paid by Robinson
the networks starting in
and Sifford, racial stereotypes
1999.
Many casual golf fans
- even in a joking manner would be hard pressed to
are simply not acceptable.
Palmer, whose career in golf
remember who won at
has spanned the entire secGreensboro last week - it
ond half of the century, is in a
was Frank N obilo - but they
know the word "Cablinasian,"
better position than most to
comment on the new scrutiny
surrounding the game and its
!l!l!l!l!l!l!l!l!l!l!l!l!l~!l!l!l!l!l!l~!l!I~ ! players.
"It's part of the price you
pay," Palmer said about the
loss of privacy.
~ Across from campus/I Few units remain ~ "He signed his first contract
for $50 million," Palmer said
~
MARCO ARMS APTS~
~ about Woods. "I signed my
contract for $5,000.
!I
•2 bedroom units. •Furnished -Carpeted
!I first
Everything has changed."
!I
•Spacious living •Parking provided
!I Everything has changed.
There is more money, more
523-5615
interest and more exposure.
!l_~!l"_!l!l!l!l!l!l!l!J!l!l!l!l!l!l!l!l!l!l!l!I
There is less privacy, less
tolerance of greed and less
acceptance of offensive behavAccepting Applications
ior.
Golf has grown from a game
, to a business.
And - if everyone accepts
that the old days are gone April 29-30 10am - 2pm
it will all be for the better.
understand that fried chicken, corn bread and collard
greens are not joking matters,
and know that Daly has spent
more time drying out at Betty
Ford than playing golf with
Gerald Ford.
The LPGA has two tremendous young stars in Annika
Sorenstam and Karrie Webb.
One of the greatest players
ever Nancy Lopez proved over the weekend that
she can still win.
Yet women's golf found
itself mired in an old issue
this week when the head of
Titleist announced the golf
ball company was withdrawing $1 million in advertising
from Sports Illustrated because of a Golf Plus article on
the lesbian party scene at Uie
Dinah Shore tournament.
·If success has a price, golf is
starting to pay.
"Society has definitely
changed," Woods said earlier
this month at the Masters.
"People want "to know dirt on
anyone now. The gloves are
off and . it's open game. For
players such as myself, Greg
[Norman], John Daly, it
becomes difficult at times
because people aren't respectful of our private space."
Yes, times have changed.
But not all of what is dug up
is dirt - or at least not dirt
that doesn't deserved to be
exposed. Golf no longer exists
in its own world, but in -the
real world by real rules of real
journalism.
Woods, at only 21 years of
age, wasn't even born in the

by RON SIRAK
AP golf writer
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Summer Wert

$1 (O)Q35

<Naee,
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2 blocks from campus. Contemporary new
2 bedroom luxury apts, with furnished kitchen
(dishwasher), laundry, security gates,
off-street PARKING. Utllltlea paid, DD.
Summer and fall leases.

736-2623

in Student Center
• Over 300 offices nationally
·• Full & Part time positions
• Scholarships available

• Resume exp.
• All majors may apply
• Apply now, start after finals
CASH FOR HOMEOWNERS

* If unable to attend, please call 525-3188

after April 30.
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Escape to the underground
I

About an hour's drive from Huntington is an opportunity for a
break from reality, an opportunity to get away from all the worries of this world - and explore another: Carter Caves State
Resort Park in Oak Hill, Ky., features several caves that tourists
can explore with the help of a guide or on their own.
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State of Expression

Have you ever wanted to
make your car stand out in a
crowd? For some people, the
best way to personalize their
cars is with vanity license
plates.
What appears on a vanity
plate depends on the individual. There are an endless number of possibilities when it
comes to personalizing your
vehicle.
Some people just want others
to know whose car it is, so they
purchase a vanity plate with
their name on it. Other people
want to show their loyalty to a
particular sports team.
If you are considering purchasing a vanity plate there are
a number of things you need to
consider.
The cost of the plate, which
depends on where you live, is
just one of the factors involved
when buying a vanity plate.
And don't forget to consider
the message you want to put on
your plate. Most states have a
limit on the number of characters· you can put on a license
plate.
West Virginia

'
-~

Wayne Buckalew, transportation services manager at the
Charleston branch of the West
Virginia Department of Motor
Vehicles, said it costs $45 to
obtain a vanity license plate,
which includes a $30 licensing
fee.
He said there are several variations of the West Virginia
license plate, including one featuring bowling pins.
"There were 20,000 vanity

license plates distributed in
West Virginia in 1996," Buckalew said.
There is a minimum and a
maximum number of characters you can put on your plate.
"In West Virginia, you can put a
minimum of two characters,
and a maximum of eight on
your plate," Buckalew said.
"When you fill out the application you must pick six different sayings for your plate in
case your first choice is taken,"
he said. The OMV will contact
the person when a choice has
been approved.
"After your plate has been
approved, it takes four to six
weeks for the plate to be made
and sent to you," Buckalew
said. He said your vehicle must
~lso be titled in order to receive
your vanity plate.
An application can be obtained by calling or writing any
one of the OMV branch offices,
Buckalew said.
Ohio

Shawna Bailey, an employee
for the Bureau of Motor Vehicles in Ironton, said the cost
of a vanity plate in Ohio is $35
plus the regular license fee.
"There is no minimum number
of characters, but there is a
maximum of seven that you can
put on your vanity plate,"
Bailey said.
.
Those who are interested in
obtaining an Ohio vanity plate
should visit one of the · branch
offices, she said.
Bailey said you should have
several choices in mind when
you visit to purchase a vanity

plate. "We enter what you want
on your plate into the computer,
and ifit is approved, you pay for
it then," Bailey said.
She said your vanity plate
will be mailed to you in seven to
ten days. "A temporary plate
will be issued while you wait for
the real plate," Bailey said.
Kentucky

Joyce Hylton, Boyd County
branch office clerk, said it costs
$25 for a vanity plate plus the
$15 regular license fee.
She said you should have several choices in mind just in case
your first choice is taken. "If
your application has been approved, you will receive your
plate in December," Hylton
said.
"You can get a vanity plate
application at any one of our
branch offices, or at the county
clerk's office," sh,e said.
"There were several hundred
vanity plates. distributed in
Boyd County last year," Hylton
said.
Vanity Plate Owners

"I wanted to get a vanity plate
that was unique and expressed
my enjoyment for the game of
ice hockey," Shane Cartmill,
Huntington graduate student,
said.
He said he used to have a
plate that had his nickname on
it, but decided it was time for a
change.
.
"I decided on 'SLAPSHOT'
because of my interest in hockey and enjoyment for the Paul
Newman movie of that name,"

story by BRIAN FORTENBAUGH

Cartmill said.
He said a lot of people he
plays hockey with have commented on his plate selection.
"There are actually a couple of
hockey players and fans I know
that have plates similar to
mine," Cartmill said.
Jason McDowell, Huntington
junior, said, "I had a plate with
my name on it, but I decided to
change it to a nickname my
parents gave me when I was
one or two years old."
He said his-parents gave him
the nickname, 'Mud Bone,' after
listening to a Richard Pryor
comedy tape in which one of the
characters was named Mud
Bone.
"I receiv.ed a lot of comments
about my plate on my way back
from Panama City," McDowell
said. He said most people just
wanted to know what it means.
Kasemarie Martis, Morgantown sophomore, said, "I
thought it would make my car
unique." She said she chose
'KASE' so people would know it
was her car. "I think people just
kind oflaugh when they see the
• pl~te," Martis said.
·
Cynthia Berry, Elkview freshman, uses her plate to show her
team preference.
"I chose 'COWBOYFN' because I wanted to show everyone that I am a true fan of the
Dallas Cowboys," she said.
Berry said she gets teased a
lot by her relatives because of
what is on her vanity plate.
Whether you are looking for a
way to express your feelings, or
you just want to make your car
more personal, it appears vanity plates are one way to go.

